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Abstract This paper deals with scheduling complex tasks
with an inhomogeneous set of resources. The problem is
to assign technicians to tasks with multi-level skill require-
ments. Here, the requirements are merely the presence of
a set of technicians that possess the necessary capabilities.
An additional complication is that a set of combined techni-
cians stays together for the duration of a work day. This typ-
ically applies to scheduling of maintenance and installation
operations. We build schedules by repeated application of a
flexible matching model that selects tasks to be processed
and forms groups of technicians assigned to combinations
of tasks. The underlying mixed integer programming (MIP)
model is capable of revising technician-task allocations and
performs very well, especially in the case of rare skills.
Keywords Project scheduling · Multi-skill workforce
scheduling · Mixed integer programming
1 Introduction
As specialization in production and maintenance increases,
the importance of skill management in employee schedul-
ing grows significantly. Especially when activities require
skills from several specialization fields at different levels,
skill management becomes more challenging. Multi-skilled
employee scheduling can be encountered, for example in
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companies having operations like maintenance, construction
and installation in which the work is carried out at different
physical locations. Then it makes sense to keep a combined
group of workers together for a workday.
The scheduling problem under consideration is the 2007
ROADEF Challenge problem. It falls in the class of “resour-
ce-constrained project scheduling problems” (RCPSP). It
has some additional aspects increasing the complexity and
making it impossible to use other approaches for RCPSP
in the literature. We developed an approach to this problem
based on a hybrid combination of MIP models and applied
it on maintenance instances provided by France Telecom in
the 2007 ROADEF Challenge. Since the problem instances
of France Telecom have been used as a test bed for a compu-
tational challenge held in 2007, we can compare the perfor-
mance of our method to other approaches tackling the same
problem.
In the problem, we are given a set of tasks and a group of
technicians. In each workday, groups of technicians or teams
are supposed to perform workloads that are merely task se-
quences. A team formed on a certain workday to carry out
a task must stay together for the duration of that workday.
In a teamload, tasks must be performed without overlapping
(one at a time), without interruption, and must start and end
on the same day. Any travel or setup time in between tasks
is disregarded.
Among tasks, there may be precedence relations requir-
ing that a certain task, say p, must be completed before an-
other task, say q , can be processed. In this case we say p
precedes q or q succeeds p. A task can be processed by a
group of technicians provided that the collective capabilities
of this group are above a certain threshold. The capabilities
or skills required by tasks are described in terms of domains
and levels. Moreover, a certain budget may be provided for
outsourcing some tasks to finish the project in shorter time.
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The provided outsourcing budget should be used as much as
possible, since the objective of our problem includes only
weighted sum of completion times of tasks. In the prob-
lem, we are given no outsourcing information of tasks like
transportation times and lead times, but only the outsourcing
costs. To avoid any ambiguity, the convention of “outsourc-
ing the successors of outsourced tasks” is used. Obviously,
completion times of outsourced tasks are not taken into ac-
count.
The unavailability information of technicians is specified
in the problem. In some instances, schedules may be sensi-
tive to the absence of experts and good quality solutions can
be obtained by deciding to outsource the right combination
of tasks and/or by efficient packing of the expert-requiring
tasks on the days when experts are available.
Tasks are partitioned into several priority classes depend-
ing on their urgencies. The latest completion time of tasks
under a priority class is called the “priority span.” A priority
class contributes to the schedule cost with its weight multi-
plied by its priority span. The total contribution of priority
classes determines the cost of a schedule and the objective
of our scheduling problem is to minimize the cost.
The proposed combinatorial approach is composed of
two phases: preprocessing and schedule construction. The
preprocessing phase has two parts. In the first part, several
key properties of tasks are calculated. In the second part,
lower bounds are computed and outsourced tasks are deter-
mined. We solve a simplified problem in which skill require-
ments and precedence relations of tasks are relaxed, pre-
emption is allowed, unavailability of technicians is taken
into account, and the option of outsourcing tasks is pre-
served. The problem is formulated as a MIP model which
assumes that priority classes must be completed in a pre-
determined order. This order is given by the specified per-
mutation of priority classes (for brevity: “priority permuta-
tion”).
In the schedule construction phase, a number of alterna-
tive schedules are built by varying several parameters and
strategies. One important parameter for a schedule is the pri-
ority permutation, since priority classes are handled sequen-
tially while constructing a schedule. It is assumed that pri-
ority permutations with smaller lower bound values promise
low-cost schedules. Therefore, firstly, the priority permuta-
tion with smallest lower bound value is used.
From our point of view, a schedule is composed of work-
day schedules due to the facts (1) tasks cannot be interrupted
to perform on another workday (2) teams of technicians are
formed daily. Therefore, our algorithm finds a packing of
tasks (workloads of teams) greedily in the form of sequences
each of not longer than a workday. The task sequences are
initialized by single tasks and their lengths are increased by
adding more tasks iteratively. In every iteration, the algo-
rithm simultaneously finds enough skilled technicians for
every sequence. Constructing a day schedule in this way was
firstly introduced by Hurkens (2009) in the 2007 ROADEF
Challenge and this approach was ranked first in the final
stage among 11 qualified participants.
In this study, our main contribution is introducing the
flexibility in extending the task sequences. The flexibility
is maintained by three aspects of our approach (1) the se-
quences are allowed to get merged if necessary (2) the tech-
nicians can move easily among the groups (3) ordering of
tasks in a sequence is determined by considering their prece-
dence relations. The goal of this flexibility is being able to
schedule more tasks within a workday, especially the ones
requiring experts. If the expertise in the technician group is
rare, as is usually the case in the companies, then the sched-
ule cost is sensitive to the utilization of the experts. Hence, it
is expected, and also supported by our computational results,
that the flexibility of our approach leads to better packing of
hard tasks and lower schedule costs.
The extension of task sequences is carried out by finding
simultaneous technician-tasks assignments that correspond
to many-to-one type matchings on the constructed bipartite
graph. Matchings are restricted by skill requirements, prece-
dence relations and total durations. The problem of finding
matchings is formulated as a MIP model with limited num-
ber of variables.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we give
the problem description. Problem complexity is analyzed
in Sect. 3 and a literature review is presented in Sect. 4.
Our solution approach is explained in Sect. 5. The computa-
tional results of our algorithm are comparatively reported in
Sect. 6 and finally we discuss the applicability of our solu-
tion methodology to other multi-skill workforce scheduling
problems in Sect. 7.
2 Problem description and notation
The problem we consider in this study was described by Du-
tot et al. (2006) as the contest problem in the 2007 ROADEF
Challenge. In the following sections we describe the prob-
lem in our notation.
2.1 Skills
The tasks in our scheduling problem require specializations
in several fields. We use the term skill domain for a special-
ization field and skill level to interpret the degree of expertise
hierarchically. The set of skill domains (levels) is denoted
by S (L). A skill at level l ∈ L in domain s ∈ S is denoted
by (l, s) ∈ L × S. The skills of technicians and skill require-
ments of tasks are specified by matrices in ZL×S.
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2.1.1 Expertise in the literature of multi-skill workforce
project scheduling
To the best of our knowledge, only Bellenguez and Neron
(2004) consider hierarchical skill levels other than the par-
ticipants of the 2007 ROADEF Challenge. The majority of
studies treat human resources as skilled or unskilled in do-
mains (for example Cai and Li 2000, Bellenguez and Neron
2007, Li and Womer 2009, Valls et al. 2009 and Avramidis
et al. 2010). Gutjahr et al. (2008), Yoshimura et al. (2006),
and Heimerl and Kolisch (2010) use competence score as
an interpretation of skill level. The drawback of scoring em-
ployee expertise rather than leveling is the difficulty in ex-
pressing skill requirements of the tasks clearly. If a task re-
quires expertise, then its skill requirement is merely a high
value in a corresponding domain. This high demand may be
satisfied either by assigning an expert or by collecting many
non-expert employees. In case of skill leveling, the second
case is not an option. Gutjahr et al. (2008) limit the num-
ber of employees that can be assigned to a task and define
special variables for experts to handle this issue in their non-
linear MIP model. Yoshimura et al. (2006) use a specific pa-
rameter for experts or so-called “project leaders” in order to
select an expert for each project.
Use of skills: We assume that technicians contribute si-
multaneously in all possible domains while processing a
task and this is called simultaneous skill use. In the liter-
ature of multi-skill workforce project scheduling, Valls et
al. (2009), Heimerl and Kolisch (2010), Drezet and Billaut
(2008) and Ballou and Tayi (1996) also make the assump-
tion of simultaneous skill use.
2.2 Technicians
We are given a set T = {1, . . . ,m} of technicians to perform
the tasks. The unavailability periods of technicians are con-
sidered within a finite scheduling horizon. A(t,h) denotes
the unavailability of technician t . It is equal to 1 if t is avail-
able on day h and zero otherwise.
Skills of a technician, say t ∈ T , are expressed by a ma-
trix St ∈ {0,1}L×S. If technician t is proficient in skill (l, s),
then S(l,s)t = 1. Clearly, if a technician is qualified in a skill,
then he is also qualified at lower levels in the domain of this
skill. Hence S(l,s)t = 1 ⇒ S(l
′,s)
t = 1,∀l′ ≤ l. Once we are
given St , the proficiency of technician t in skill domain s is
found by max{{0}, {l ∈ L|S(l,s)t = 1}}.
A skill matrix example of a technician, say t , in the prob-








We see that technician t is expert with proficiency of level
3 in domain 1. He qualifies to skill level 2 in domain 3, but
he has no skill in domain 2. A compact way to express the
technician skills is using skill vector SV ∈ {0,1, . . . , |L|}S.
In the above example, the skill vector of technician t is
SV t = (3,0,2).
Skills of teams: Let τ ⊂ T denote a team of technicians.
The skills of the team τ are found by summing up the indi-
vidual skills within τ , so we have Sτ = ∑t∈τ St .
2.3 Tasks
In our scheduling problem, a set J = {1, . . . , n} of tasks is
given. In this section we explain the aspects of our schedul-
ing problem related to tasks.
Skill requirements: Tasks require skill qualifications. The
skill requirements of a task j ∈ J are expressed by a ma-
trix RQj ∈ ZL×S which provides the information of the de-
sired skill quantity (number of technicians) and skill quality
(expertise). The requirements in RQj are cumulative in the
sense that any requirement at a level is carried to lower ones
in the same domain. Therefore, for a task j and a skill (l, s)
we have RQ(l′,s)j ≥ RQ(l,s)j for all l′ ≤ l.
An example of skill requirement matrix for task j in an




1 2 0 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎠
According to the given skill requirement example, in a
team processing task j , there must be at least two techni-
cians qualified in domain 2, one being proficient at least at
level 2 and one at least at level 1. Let T (j) ⊂ T be such
a team. Consequently, the team T (j) must satisfy S(l,s)T (j) ≥
RQ(l,s)j for all (l, s) ∈ L × S.
Durations: The time needed to perform task j is called
its duration and denoted by dj . The duration of each task
is fixed and does not vary with the number and expertise
of technicians assigned. Processing of tasks cannot be in-
terrupted, and if a team started performing a task, that team
must finish the task within the same workday. This also im-
plies that dj ∈ {1,2, . . . ,H } where H is the workday length.
Precedence relations: Precedence relations of task j en-
force that all tasks in Pred(j) must be completed before the
task j starts. A task k ∈ Pred(j) is said to be a predecessor
of task j and their relation is denoted by k → j . Moreover,
task j is also said to be a successor of task k. Let CTj be the
completion time of task j in a schedule. Precedence relations
of task j enforce CTk ≤ CTj − dj , for all k ∈ Pred(j).
Outsourcing: External companies may be hired to out-
source a task by paying its outsourcing cost cj . Outsourced
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tasks are discarded and need not be scheduled. The total cost
of outsourced tasks must not exceed the outsourcing bud-
get B . In the problem definition, no related information to
outsourcing of tasks is given like transportation times and
lead times, and hence we have the convention of outsourc-
ing the successors of outsourced tasks. Let Ω ⊆ J denote
the set of outsourced tasks. The convention of outsourc-
ing the successors results in the following property of Ω :
{k ∈ J | Ω ∩ Pred(k) = ∅} ⊆ Ω .
Priority classes: Tasks are partitioned into several prior-
ity classes that represent urgency levels. Let P denote the
set of priority classes and P(j) ∈ P be the priority class of
task j . The latest completion time of tasks under a priority
class is called the priority span. It is denoted by Cp for a
priority class p ∈ P and found by Cp = max{CTj | P(j) =
p, j ∈ Ω}. The overall make span is the length of a schedule
and denoted by C0 = max{CTj | j ∈ J \ Ω}. Note that out-
sourced tasks do not contribute to the schedule cost. Priority
class 0 is an artificial priority class that is used to include the
overall makespan in the quality evaluation of schedules and
of course every task belongs to priority class 0.
2.4 Schedules
In this section we explain some more notation about sched-
ules and we state the feasibility conditions. Finally, the ob-
jective of the scheduling problem is discussed.
Workday concept: The time axis is partitioned into inter-
vals of length H . These successive intervals represent work-
days. Within a certain time interval (workday), the techni-
cians performing a certain task must work together during
this interval and they form a team. Another important re-
striction is that the processing of each task must stay within
a time interval.
Teams: In each workday of schedules, teams of techni-
cians are formed to process the assigned tasks. Let τ be a
team on a certain workday of a schedule. T (τ) ⊆ T denotes
its technicians, J (τ) ⊆ J denotes the processed tasks by the
team, and δ(τ ) ∈ {1,2, . . .} denotes that workday. If tasks j ′
and j are in J (τ), then j ′ <τ j denotes that j ′ is processed
before j . In the schedules constructed by our combinatorial
algorithm, we assume that there is no idle time between the
tasks in the workloads of teams. Therefore the completion
time of task j is determined as below:
CTj =
(
δ(τ ) − 1)H +
∑
j ′:j ′<τ j
dj ′ + dj (1)
Note that the team information consisting of sequences of
tasks and groups of technicians is enough to define a solu-
tion. A workday schedule constructed by our combinatorial
algorithm together with the corresponding outsourcing deci-
sion form a well-defined solution. Therefore, we do not have
decision variables for starting time of tasks in our matching
models.
2.4.1 Feasibility of schedules





cj ≤ B (2)
The total cost of outsourced tasks must not exceed the
outsourcing budget.
{
k ∈ J | Ω ∩ Pred(k) = ∅} ⊆ Ω (3)
The successors of the outsourced tasks are outsourced as
well.
• Task and technician assignments:
∣∣{τ |j ∈ J (τ)}∣∣ = 1, ∀j ∈ J \ Ω (4)
Each non-outsourced task is processed by exactly one
team.
∣∣{τ |t ∈ T (τ), δ(τ ) = h}∣∣ ≤ A(t,h), ∀h,∀t ∈ T (5)
Technicians can be in at most one team on the days they
are available.
• Completion times:
CTk ≤ CTj − dj , ∀j ∈ J \ Ω,∀k ∈ Pred(j) (6)




δ(τ ) − 1)H,max{CTj ′ |j ′ <τ j
}} ≤ CTj − dj ,
∀τ, j ∈ J (τ) (7)
Processing of tasks in the team workload must not over-
lap. Note that we do not allow “idle times” between tasks
in a team workload. Therefore, the inequality sign can be
replaced by equality sign for the solutions of our combi-
natorial algorithm.
CTj ≤ δ(τ )H, ∀τ,∀j ∈ J (τ) (8)
Workloads of teams must not exceed the workday length.
Cp = max
{
CTj | P(j) = p, j ∈ Ω
} (9)
Priority span is the latest completion time of the tasks be-
longing to that priority.
• Skill requirements:
RQ(l,s)j ≤ S(l,s)T (τ), ∀τ,∀j ∈ J (τ), ∀(l, s) ∈ L × S (10)
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The technicians in every team must be enough skilled to pro-
cess the assigned tasks in the workload.
A MIP model of the problem is given by Cordeau et al.
(2010). The authors report that after 24-hour run of the MIP
solver, an optimal schedule of even small instances with
seven technicians and 20 tasks could not be found.
2.4.2 Objective
The cost of a schedule is calculated by the weighted sum
of priority spans
∑
p w(p)Cp where Cp denotes the prior-
ity span as expressed in (9). In the benchmark instances of
France Telecom, the weights were given as {1,28,14,4,0}
for priorities {0,1,2,3,4}, respectively. The objective of
our problem is to minimize the schedule cost. Note that the
outsourcing cost is not included in the objective, therefore,
in the combinatorial algorithm, we aim to use the outsourc-
ing budget as much as possible to decrease the total work
load in the schedule.
3 Problem complexity
Let us call our scheduling problem the “multi-skill techni-
cian task scheduling problem” (MTTSP). Firstly, we give a
definition of MTTSP and then we prove that it is NP-Hard.
PROBLEM: MTTSP
INSTANCE: Integers H,B,M , denoting work day
length, outsourcing budget, and maximum number of
days of the project, respectively.
The sets T , J , P , and L × S denoting technicians,
tasks, priority classes and skills, respectively.
For each t ∈ T ; there are skills St ∈ {0,1}L×S and
availability A(t,h) ∈ {0,1}, for all 1 ≤ h ≤ M ,
For each j ∈ J ; there are skill requirements RQj ∈
N
L×S
, duration dj ∈ {1, . . . ,H }, outsourcing cost cj ,
predecessors Pred(j), and priority class P(j),
For each p ∈ P ; there is a cost w(p).
QUESTION: Does there exist a schedule satisfying
feasibility conditions mentioned in Sect. 2.4 with cost
C or less?
Theorem 1 MTTSP is NP-Hard.
Proof The proof is from the Subset Sum as a special case of
MTTSP; see Garey and Johnson (1979) for the NP-Hardness
of Subset Sum.
PROBLEM: SUBSET SUM
INSTANCE: An integer Σ and a set A = {a1, . . . , an}
in which each element ai has size s(ai) and Π =∑
ai∈A s(ai).QUESTION: Does there exist a subset A′ ⊆ A, such
that the total size of elements in A′ is equal to Σ?
Let us construct a special case of MTTSP from an in-
stance of Subset Sum as follows:
• H = Π − Σ,B = Σ,M = 1.
• L = {1}, S = {1}, and P = {1} with w(1) = 1.
• T = {1} with S1 = {1},A(1,1) = 1.
• for every item ai ∈ A we create a task j (ai) with dj (ai ) =
cj (ai ) = s(ai), Rj(ai ) = {1}, and Pred(j (ai)) = ∅.
QUESTION: Does there exist a schedule with objective
value H ?
Note that the minimum value of the schedule cost
is attained when outsourcing budget is completely used:∑
j (ai )∈Ω cj(ai ) = B = Σ making the schedules length as
well as the schedule cost Π − Σ = H . So a YES answer to
Subset Sum leads to a YES answer for the special case of
MTTSP problem. 
4 Literature review
4.1 Resource-constrained project scheduling in general
The problem considered in this paper is a generalization
of the “resource-constrained project scheduling problem”
(RCPSP). Brucker et al. (1999) and Hartmann and Briskorn
(2010) provide extensive reviews of the RCPSP.
“Multi-mode resource-constrained project scheduling
problem” (MM-RCPSP) is a generalization of the RCPSP in
which activities may require renewable, non-renewable, and
doubly constrained resources (see for example De Reyck
and Herroelen 1999). In the “multi-skill project schedul-
ing problem” (MSPSP) the resources are renewable human
resources or staff members. Every staff member can have
several skills among the needed ones by the activities. As
Bellenguez and Neron (2007), and Li and Womer (2009)
mentioned, MM-RCPSP formulation can be used to de-
scribe MSPSP, however, the number of combinations be-
comes very large even for the moderate size of employee
groups, thus making it impossible to use the exact methods
proposed for the MM-RCPSP to solve the MSPSP.
In the literature of project scheduling with multi-skilled
human resources, several objectives are considered. For ex-
ample, Avramidis et al. (2010), and Li and Womer (2009)
consider minimizing staffing cost; Bellenguez and Neron
(2004), Bellenguez et al. (2005), Bellenguez (2006) con-
sider minimizing the makespan, and Wu and Sun (2006)
consider minimizing the outsourcing cost. Gutjahr et al.
(2008) use a hybrid objective of maximizing economic gains
and personal improvement, Heimerl and Kolisch (2010)
minimize both makespan and outsourcing cost.
We encounter different solution methodologies in the lit-
erature of project scheduling with multi-skilled human re-
sources. Heimerl and Kolisch (2010) formulate an elegant
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MIP model to solve project staffing and project scheduling
simultaneously. Li and Womer (2009) propose a hybrid al-
gorithm based on MIP modeling and constraint program-
ming. The authors argue that Bellenguez and Neron (2004)
do not consider personnel capacity that seems to be a result
of unavailability, expertise, and other personal attributes. In
another recent study, Gutjahr et al. (2008) propose a greedy
heuristic as well as a hybrid solution methodology using
priority-based rules, ant colony optimization and genetic al-
gorithm to solve the so-called “project selection, scheduling
and staffing with learning problem.”
The project scheduling problem considered by Bel-
lenguez and Neron (2004) shows significant similarity to our
problem. In their scheduling problem, skills are expressed
in domains by hierarchical levels in the same way as our
problem. Skills of workers and skill requirements of jobs
are specified by the same matrices as in Sect. 2.2 and in
Sect. 2.3. Outsourcing of tasks is not an option in their prob-
lem and the objective is minimizing the makespan whereas
we minimize a weighted sum of priority spans. Moreover,
the authors assume that technicians can only work in one
skill domain while performing a task contrary to our as-
sumption “simultaneous skill use.” This assumption seems
more reasonable in cases if tasks take short time and require
skills in many domains. On the other hand, if the tasks in
a project require skills in several but not many domains,
assigning one person to each piece of work may lead to un-
derutilization. Consequently both problems fall in the class
of the RCPSP, but differ from each other in the mentioned
points.
4.2 Other solution approaches for the MTTSP
In the 2007 ROADEF Challenge, the solution approach of
Hurkens (2009) was ranked first. Cordeau et al. (2010) and
Estellon et al. (2009) tied for second place. Cordeau et al.
(2010) describes a MIP model for our scheduling problem
and the authors mention that it cannot be solved for large
instances optimally in a reasonable time. They develop a
meta-heuristic method that consists of a construction heuris-
tic and an adaptive large neighborhood search with several
destroy and repair methods. The solution strategy is viewed
as a standard simulated annealing algorithm with a complex
neighborhood search due to the acceptance criterion of the
solutions.
Estellon et al. (2009) designed a local-search scheme
in which a greedy algorithm is employed to obtain a fea-
sible solution and this solution is improved by a local-
search strategy. The authors use a methodology including
three key points, search strategy, moves and evaluation of
moves. They also point out that a careful implementation in-
creases the convergence speed of local-search heuristics and
stochastic elements are useful to improve the diversification.
As mentioned in the introduction, Hurkens (2009) con-
siders the same problem and proposes a two-phase MIP-
based solution methodology. In the first phase, a MIP model
computes lower bound values and determines the tasks to be
outsourced. Our MIP model is based on the author’s one, but
it is a slightly improved version in a way that tighter lower
bound values for instances with heterogeneous skill distri-
bution are found. In the second phase, two matching models
are used to find technician-task assignments having limited
flexibility compared to our matching models.
5 Scheduling with flexible matching model
5.1 An overview of the combinatorial algorithm
The scheduling problem under consideration is a complex
problem. According to the objective, the main goal is to de-
termine the workloads of teams, such that the number of pro-
cessed tasks on each workday is maximized. As a fact in re-
ality, the skill quality (or the expertise within the technician
group) is limited, therefore, constructing the workloads be-
comes harder due to the heterogeneity in skill distribution.
In such cases, the question turns to maximizing the number
as well as the hardness of selected tasks in the workloads,
since the schedule cost is sensitive to the utilization of rare
expertise when skill distribution is heterogeneous.
Hurkens (2009) introduced the idea of greedily construct-
ing the workloads, while satisfying skill requirements. The
author developed a solution methodology using matching
models which find technician-task assignments simultane-
ously. In this study, we improved Hurkens’ solution ap-
proach by obtaining tighter lower bound values and by
adding flexibility to the matching models to have a better
packing of hard tasks in schedules. In this paper, we focus
more on our contribution to the matching models.
Figure 1 shows the flowchart of our algorithm. The algo-
rithm consists of two main phases; preprocessing and sched-
ule construction. The preprocessing phase includes calcula-
tion of necessary parameters for tasks and computation of
lower bounds. Computing lower bounds is merely solving a
simplified problem in which skill requirements and prece-
dence relations are relaxed, preemption is allowed, and only
technician availabilities are taken into account. The simpli-
fied problem boils down to finding minimum time needed
to satisfy the cumulative man-hour demand of tasks with
the option of outsourcing tasks. It is assumed that the prior-
ity classes are processed sequentially and lower bounds are
computed for all priority permutations of practice, since de-
pending on the number of tasks, any priority sequence may
result in lower schedule cost than the others.
In the schedule construction phase, alternative schedules
are constructed by sequentially assigning priority classes.
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of the
combinatorial algorithm
Hence, for every schedule, a certain priority permutation is
fixed in advance. Priority permutations are considered ac-
cording to their lower bound values: the one with smallest
lower bound value is considered first, and next the second
smallest and so on. Moreover, we construct more than one
schedule for the same priority permutation by using several
parameters and strategies for some decisions.
Having constructed a complete schedule, its cost is com-
pared to the cost of incumbent schedule. If the cost is
smaller, then the incumbent schedule is updated with the
latest constructed one. Whenever the cost of the incumbent
schedule is smaller than or equal to the lower bound value
of the next considered priority permutation, then this prior-
ity permutation is neglected. In such a case, it is clear that
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no schedule under that priority permutation can improve the
schedule cost ever found. The time limit was specified as
20 minutes in the 2007 ROADEF Challenge, so the algo-
rithm stops constructing schedules unless it is terminated
before.
The combinatorial algorithm builds workday schedules
successively. Constructing a workday schedule starts with
the “initial matching”. Initial matching is performed by
solving a MIP model called the “initial matching model”
(IMM). The model finds a many-to-one type matching on a
bipartite graph in which one partition includes technicians
and one partition includes tasks. Initial matching results in
a partially constructed day schedule in which teams have a
single task in their workloads. Next, the number of sched-
uled tasks in the initialized workday schedule is increased
by adding more tasks greedily. We call the process of in-
creasing the number of scheduled tasks “extending work-
day schedule” and this process is performed by solving a
MIP model called the “flexible matching model” (FMM).
Tasks can be inserted into a partial workday schedule as
long as there are some teams with workload length less
than a workday, skills requirements are met, and precedence
relations are not violated. The algorithm starts scheduling
the next workday, if no more tasks can be inserted into the
current workday schedule. Constructing of workday sched-
ules continues until all non-outsourced tasks are sched-
uled.
Cordeau et al. (2010) and Estellon et al. (2009) argue that
the combinatorial algorithm proposed by Hurkens (2009) is
an application of local search with large neighborhood ex-
ploration. However, our algorithm and Hurkens’ algorithm
are constructive heuristics and they construct a number of
alternative schedules. Once a complete schedule is con-
structed, then it is not modified by any destruct and repair
methods. The strategy of both algorithms is to obtain good
quality solutions with the simultaneous technician-task as-
signments. Therefore neither algorithms can be classified as
local-search algorithms.
5.2 Calculating key properties of tasks
In the preprocessing phase, several key properties of tasks
are calculated by aggregating their multi-dimensional at-
tributes. They are min-tech, hardness, coverage, and match-
ing weight. In this section we give their formulations.
5.2.1 Min-Tech
Min-tech, denoted by MTj , of a task j is the minimum num-
ber of technicians who can process it. This simple concept
is important for two reasons: (1) man-hour demand of task
j is calculated by MHj = MTj dj and this is used in lower
bound calculations (2) in the FMM where the efficiency of
an assignment is controlled by punishing the (positive) de-
viation from MTj .
A simple integer programming (IP) model in (11) is used
to calculate Min-Tech for each task at a time and this IP
model is solved by CPLEX. The binary decision variable xt
indicates that technician t is assigned to task j . The con-
straints of the model enforce that skill requirements of task
j are met and the objective minimizes the size of the se-
lected team. Note that the index j is not used, since we run









t xt ≥ RQ(l,s)j ,




A task is said to be hard if it requires skills that are not com-
mon among technicians. Hence hardness of a task is a rela-
tive concept depending on the skill distribution of a techni-
cian group. For example, a task requiring moderate skill lev-
els may be “relatively” hard for a technician group, if there
are few technicians specialized in the demanded fields. Be-
fore defining the hardness, let us introduce the term “skill
value,” denoted by υ(l, s) for a skill (l, s). It is calculated as
follows:


















Note that the value of a skill is high if the skill is rare
among the technicians and also if there is some demand from
tasks. Having introduced skill value, we can define “hard-





If the skill requirement of a task, say j , is tightly satisfied
by the whole technician group, then the processing of that
task is impossible when some of the necessary technicians
are unavailable. It may also be very difficult to build a team
for task j on a certain day, if the necessary technicians have
already been allocated to several teams.








| (l, s) ∈ L × S : S(l,s)T = 0
}
(14)
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Definition A task j with χj = 1 is called a “special” task.
Note that 0 ≤ χj ≤ 1 for feasible problem instances. The
ratio RQ(l,s)j /S(l,s)T has a small value for common skill levels
among technicians. The value of χj gives a sign for the rel-
ative expertise requirement and the extreme case is a special
task with χj = 1.
5.2.3 Coverage
Task j is said to likely cover task k if the expertise required
by task k but not required by task j , is common within the
technician group. Then the possibility that the team having
task j in its load can also perform task k is high. Let α(l,s)jk be
the pairwise comparison of skill requirements of tasks j and
k for skill level (l, s). Pairwise coverage relations are defined
between the tasks if the sum of their durations is less than
or equal to a workday length. Note that if task j dominates
the skill requirement of task k or α(l,s)jk ≥ 0 for all (l, s), then
task j covers task k. If we have RQ(l,s)j < RQ(l,s)k for some
(l, s) and if these skills are common within the technician
group, then it is more likely that a team performing task j
can also perform task k. Pairwise comparison for each skill






0 if RQ(l,s)j = RQ(l,s)k = 0





if RQ(l,s)j < RQ(l,s)k
where (ST )max = max(l,s)∈L×S{S(l,s)T }. The coverage of task












After some experimentation, we decided to use the tuned






For the definition of matching weights to be used in the
IMM and in the FMM, we consider the domination prop-
erties of tasks within the workload. For example, if a task
has long duration and large min-tech, then it can be counted
as a dominant task. We call this “quantitative” dominance.
Moreover, if a task requires expertise such that other tasks
in the workload can also be processed by this expertise, then
this is “qualitative” dominance. Quantitative dominance is
expressed by MTj dj and qualitative dominance by hj covj .
Our combinatorial algorithm treats tasks in non-increasing
order of their weights. The matching weight of a task j is
a combined measure of the following criteria: hardness hj ,
coverage covj , min-tech MTj , duration dj , precedence re-
lations, quantitative and qualitative dominance. The weight
function in a general form we use is








MTk dk + Dhj covj (15)
where “−” is used to interpret that all criteria are normalized.
Values of coefficients A,B, C and D are determined in such
a way that contributions of all expressions have the same
order of magnitude. In the combinatorial algorithm, a task
of high weight is selected with high probability.
5.3 Computing lower bounds
The second part of the preprocessing phase consists of com-
puting lower bounds. We find lower bounds of our prob-
lem by solving a simplified problem, which is formulated
as a MIP model called the “lower bound model” (LBM).
This method was first proposed by Hurkens (2009) and we
slightly improved it to obtain tighter lower bounds values for
instances with heterogeneous skill distribution. In this sec-
tion we provide a brief explanation for lower bound model,
since this paper focuses more on the contributions in match-
ing models. For further details we refer to Hurkens (2009).
In the simplified problem, skill requirements and prece-
dence relations are relaxed, preemption is allowed, and out-
sourcing option of tasks is preserved. This problem amounts
to finding the minimum time needed to meet the cumulative
man-hour demand considering technician availabilities. Let
Jp = {j ∈ J |P(j) = p} denote the subset of tasks in prior-






The LBM assumes that priority classes are completed in
a pre-specified order. The priority weights ({28,14,4,0})
given by problem definition suggest the ordering {1,2,3,4},
however, we consider all priority permutations of practice:
{1,2,3,4}, {1,3,2,4}, {2,1,3,4}, {2,3,1,4}, {3,1,2,4},
{3,2,1,4}. Thus lower bound values for all of the mentioned
priority permutations are computed due to the fact that any
of them may turn out to include the optimum schedule de-
pending on the number of tasks in each priority class. In the
schedule construction, priority classes are handled sequen-
tially. The tasks are considered in the order specified by the
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priority permutation. The priority permutation with small-
est lower bound value is used first to construct schedules,
and then the one with second smallest lower bound value
and so on. The priority permutations with lower bound val-
ues greater than or equal to the lowest cost of constructed
schedules are neglected.
5.4 Constructing alternative schedules
In this phase of the algorithm, a number of alternative sched-
ules are constructed by changing several strategies and by
varying several parameters.
5.4.1 Initial matching
In the initial matching, we create a bipartite graph in which
one partition includes technicians, one partition includes
tasks, and an edge is a possible assignment of a certain tech-
nician to a certain task (see Fig. 2). On this bipartite graph,
the term “matching” denotes a many-to-one type technician-
candidate task assignment, and the term “candidate task” de-
notes a task whose immediate scheduling does not violate
feasibility.
A workday schedule is initialized by finding simultane-
ous assignments of technicians to tasks. Assigning the tech-
nicians simultaneously to tasks is superior to assigning them
to one task at a time, since the former one has a global view
compared to the latter one. The advantage of starting with
a global view of skills is more remarkable in the instances
with heterogeneous skill distribution.
The problem of finding parallel assignments is formu-
lated as a MIP model, the IMM. The objective of the IMM is
to maximize the total matching weight of the selected candi-
date tasks for initializing teams. Matching weights of tasks
represent their power to initialize a team and they are com-
puted as in (15).
Handling large instances: In principle we aim to find the
optimal initial matching on the complete set of available
technicians and candidate tasks. However, in large instances,
one run of the IMM takes longer than the desired time if the
number of candidate tasks is high. Therefore, we settle for a
heuristic solution by repeatedly applying the IMM to a sub-
set of candidate tasks at a time. The candidate tasks with
large matching weights have high priority for being consid-
ered in earlier runs. Hence they have high chance to initialize
teams.
Table 1 shows the notation, the parameters and the de-














t xtj ≥ RQ(l,s)j yj ∀j ∈ J ′, (17)
∀(l, s) ∈ L × S
yj , xtj ∈ {0,1} ∀j ∈ J ′, ∀t ∈ T ′
Constraints (16) enforce that a technician can be matched
to at most one task. If a task initializes a team, then con-
straints (17) guarantee that it must be matched to a num-
ber of technicians such that its skill requirements are met.
Note that a task with a relatively high weight may get more
technicians than necessary. Although it may seem an ineffi-
ciency, during schedule extension the FMM reallocates tech-
nicians dynamically to obtain an efficient packing of tasks.
When no technician is left for assigning to tasks or all candi-
date tasks are assigned to technicians, the initial matching is
Table 1 Sets, indices,
parameters, and variables of the
IMM
Sets included in the model
J ′ Set of tasks, J ′ ⊆ J
T ′ Set of technicians, T ′ ⊆ T
Indices
j Task index, j ∈ J ′
t Technician index, t ∈ T ′
Parameters
wj Weight of task j
S
(l,s)
t Competence of technician t in domain s at level l
RQ(l,s)j Number of skilled technicians required by task j in domain s at level l
Variables
xtj Binary variable indicating whether technician t is assigned to task j
yj Binary variable indicating whether task j initializes a team
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Fig. 2 Initializations of teams
in the IMM
completed. The initialized workday schedule has teams with
single tasks in their workloads.
Figure 2 illustrates team initializations with an example
of five technicians and three tasks. In the solution of the
IMM, it turns out that two teams are initialized by j1 and
j3. In the partial schedule team τ1 (τ2) has load with du-
ration d1 (d3). The initialized teams have the technicians
T (τ1) = {t4, t2} and T (τ2) = {t1}.
5.4.2 Extending the partial day schedule
Once the teams are initialized in the initial matching, the
partial workday schedule is extended by iteratively inserting
more tasks. Adding more tasks to the schedule is not trivial,
since some tasks may require slightly or even completely
different skills than the ones already scheduled. Therefore,
the easier reallocation of technicians among teams, the more
candidated tasks that may be inserted into workday sched-
ule. This is the flexibility of our approach. In the FMM, re-
allocation of technicians among teams is achieved by letting
them be conditionally available.
Generalization from “technicians and tasks” to “skills
and loads”: In a partially constructed workday schedule,
a team has two features, its technicians and its workload.
First, a team can be perceived as a combination of skills
if technicians are considered. Second, a team can also be
perceived as a load if its workload is considered. Therefore
from the first (second) point of view a team represents a skill
(load). Moreover unassigned individual technicians (candi-
date tasks) can be perceived as skills (loads). These observa-
tions lead us to consider every item of the problem either as
“skill” or as “load.” Table 2 shows types of skills and loads.
Instead of technicians and tasks we will have skills and loads
in the matching model to extend the partial day schedule.
Table 2 Types of skills and loads
Skills
Active Total technician skills in a team
Passive Unassigned technician
Latent Conditionally available technician
Loads
Active Workload of a team
Passive Candidate task
The skills and the loads of teams are called “active,” since
they are actively comprising the partial workday sched-
ule. The technicians who have not been assigned yet are
called “passive” skills. Similarly, the candidate tasks are
called “passive” loads. Individual technicians in the teams
are called “latent” skills. Note that a team has one active skill
that the collective skill of technicians, whereas the number
of latent skills of a team is equal to the number of that team’s
technicians.
In a matching, if the active load of a team is matched
with a new combination of skills, then team’s latent skills,
not included in the new skill combination, become free to be
assigned to other loads. Thus latent skills are conditionally
available for matchings and they play an important role in
scheduling candidate tasks (passive loads) by determining
skill combinations of teamloads flexibly.
Skill-load assignments are found by defining a bipartite
graph in which the left partition includes skills and the right
partition includes loads. In this bipartite graph, many-to-one
type matching consists of skill-load assignments. Teams are
represented in the left partition by their active skills and la-
tent skills, and in the right partition by their active loads. In
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addition we have (passive) skills of unassigned technicians
in the left partition and (passive) loads of candidate tasks
in the right partition. The possible extension cases that can
appear in a matching solution are listed below:
Case 1 an active skill is matched with:
(a) an active load: merging
(b) a passive load: extending team load
Case 2 an active load is matched with:
(a) passive and/or latent skills: recombining techni-
cians
(b) skills including an active skill: merging
Case 3 a passive load is matched with:
(a) passive and/or latent skills: initializing a team
(b) skills including an active skill: extending team
load
In the FMM, a candidate task can be matched with “any”
combination of skills provided that every teamload in the
model either keeps its skills or finds a new skill combination
to stay being processed. This is the key aspect of our match-
ing model resulting in high flexibility. Each technician, no
matter in a team or not, becomes a potential skill for can-
didate tasks. Candidate tasks may be added to the partial
schedule by joining a teamload (Case 1a) or by initializing
a team (Case 3a). While joining to a teamload, a candidate
task may bring some additional technicians to the team, if
necessary.
The condition for a latent skill to be assigned to another
load is that the active load of its team is matched with new
skill combination missing it. In other words, assigning an
active load with new skills leads to an opportunity of using
some of its technicians in other matchings. Generally speak-
ing, matching of active loads to skill combinations is trig-
gered by passive loads (candidate tasks), since they mainly
contribute to the objective of matching model. The higher
weight a candidate task has, the more power to force the cur-
rent partial schedule to find the needed skill combination. In
light of this fact we have the following observation:
Observation A candidate task with sufficiently high weight
may force teams to merge or recombine their technicians,
thereby making an expert technician available.
Sequencing decision in extending teamloads: In Case 1b
and Case 3b, a teamload is extended by adding the matched
candidate task. Let j be the candidate task matched to the
active skill of team τ . The start time of j is determined by a
procedure in which already scheduled tasks are considered
starting with the last one in the sequence. Let j ′ be a sched-













) = w(P(j)) and
∣∣{k ∈ J |j ′ ∈ Pred(k)}∣∣ > ∣∣{k ∈ J |j ∈ Pred(k)}∣∣ (19)
∣∣{k ∈ J |j ′ ∈ Pred(k) and CTk − dk < CTj ′ + dj }| > 0 (20)
Condition (18) is the case in which the priority class of
j ′ has more weight than the one j belongs to. In (19), both
tasks j and j ′ belong to the same priority class and j ′ has
more successors than j . Finally, in (20), j ′ has a scheduled
successor which starts earlier than CTj ′ + dj . If none of the
cases in (18), (19), and (20) is true, then j is allowed to start
at the start time of j ′ and the start time of j ′ increases by
dj . Next, the task preceding j ′ in the sequence is considered
and the same checking is done for that task as well. This
checking procedure continues until either a task that does
not let j start at its start time is encountered, or j starts first
in the sequence. Start times of all tasks in the sequence are
determined accordingly.
Sequencing decision in merging two matched teamloads:
If an active skill and an active load are matched, then the
tasks in the matched active load and tasks in the workload
of the matched team are merged in a way that the relative
ordering of tasks in both loads stay the same. However, the
order between tasks from different teamloads is determined
by checking lexicographically first, priority classes, and sec-
ond, number of successors. Obviously, the tasks in priority
classes with higher weights and having more successors start
earlier.
Merging teamloads generally leads to an increase in over-
all efficiency of the partial schedule. For example, let two
tasks, say j1 and j2, with the same skill requirements have
initialized different teams in the initial matching. If the ac-
tive load of j1 is matched to the active skills of j2 in a solu-
tion of the FMM, both tasks are processed by the technicians
assigned to j2 and the technicians who were previously as-
signed to j1 contribute other matchings in the same solution.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate examples of extending the par-
tial schedule of the example in Fig. 2. In order to show all
possible cases, we illustrated two different scenarios corre-
sponding to two different solutions obtained with different
parameter settings.
In Fig. 3, also in Fig. 4, the FMM includes 2 teams
(τ1, τ2) with technicians T (τ1) = {t4, t2} and T (τ2) = {t1}, 2
unassigned technicians (t3, t5) and one candidate task (j2).
Latent skills are shown in black boxes and linked to their
current teams. The first two vertices of (left) right partition
are active (skills) loads. There is no edge drawn between an
active skill and an active load of the same team, since this
matching does not make any sense and it is forbidden in the
model.
In scenario 1 (Fig. 3), the active load of τ2 is matched to
a new skill combination including the active skill of τ1 and
passive skill of t5. This matching is an example of merg-
ing (Case 1a) and the combined load is performed by the
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Fig. 3 Extending partial
schedule with the FMM
(Scenario 1)
Fig. 4 Extending partial
schedule with the FMM
(Scenario 2)
newly matched skill combination. Matching active load of
τ2 allowed t1 to be in the initialized team of j2 (Case 3a)
together with technician t3.
In scenario 2 (Fig. 4), τ1 recombined its technicians
(Case 2a) by being matched to passive skills of unassigned
technicians t3, t5 and latent skill of technician t2 who was
in the previous combination as well. The number of tech-
nicians of τ1 seems increased by one and this increase can
be explained as an adjustment to have technician t4 in the
extended team τ2 (Case 1b) as we now have j2 in one load.
Due to its mentioned flexibility aspects, we call the bi-
partite matching model the flexible matching model, or the
FMM. The main contribution of this study is introducing
this model. Hurkens (2009) extends the partial day sched-
ule using two different matching models iteratively, where
the first one is used to assign multiple tasks simultaneously,
and the second one is used to find efficient recombination of
technicians. The FMM carries out these two steps simulta-
neously.
Forbidden assignments: In the FMM some assignments
may cause infeasibility and some are useless. The edges on
the bipartite graph corresponding to these assignments are
detected in advance and they are not allowed to be in any
matching. These edges can be listed as follows:
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– the edges between active load and active skill of the same
team,
– the edges that lead to a total duration of a teamload longer
than a work day
– the edges that result in violation of a precedence relation
– the edges that cause a delay in an already completed pri-
ority class
Punished assignments: The number of teams included in
the FMM is limited. Therefore an assignment, although it
seems profitable on the current bipartite graph, may not be
so for the complete partial workday schedule. The immedi-
ate example is a matching of active skill and passive load
in which an active skill (technician group of a team) has
more technicians than needed for the passive load (candidate
task). The FMM has penalty variables to detect and prevent
these assignments.
5.4.3 Mathematical formulation of the FMM
The FMM finds many-to-one type assignments on a bipartite
matching model whose left (right) partition represents skills
(loads). The sets, indices, parameters and variables are listed
in Table 3.
Note that |T| = |W| = |M|, since each team has its








xσλ ≤ 1, ∀σ ∈  (21)
∑
σ∈T
xσλ ≤ 1, ∀λ ∈ Λ (22)
xσλ = 0, ∀(σ,λ) ∈ F (23)∑
λ′
xσλ′ + yλ ≤ 1, ∀(σ,λ) ∈ M (24)
∑





∀(σ,λ) ∈ M (25)∑
σ
S(l,s)σ xσλ ≥ RQ(l,s)λ yλ, ∀(l, s) ∈ L × S,
∀λ ∈ Λ (26)∑
σ∈T
∣∣T (σ )∣∣xσλ +
∑
σ∈\T
xσλ − mtλ ≤ zλ,
∀λ ∈ Λ (27)
xσλ, yλ ∈ {0,1}, zλ ≥ 0
A skill can be assigned to at most one load (constraints
(21)). A load may be matched to at most one active skill
Table 3 Sets, indices,
parameters and variables of the
FMM
Sets included in the model
 Set of all skills in the left partition
Λ Set of all loads in the right partition
T Set of active skills
W Set of team loads
F Forbidden edges, F ⊆  × Λ
M Set of edges between skill and load of the same team
Indices
σ,σ ′ Skill index, σ,σ ′ ∈ 
λ,λ′ Load index, λ,λ′ ∈ Λ
Parameters
T (σ) Set of latent skills of active skill σ
wλ Weight associated to load λ, equal to wj if λ ∈ W where j is candidate task and otherwise equal
to 0
mtλ The number of technicians used for performing all tasks in load λ
S
(l,s)
σ Skill value of σ in domain s at level l
RQ(l,s)λ Number of skilled technicians required by λ in domain s at level l
Variables
xσλ Binary variable indicating whether σ is assigned to λ
yλ Binary variable indicating whether λ assigned to a skill combination
zλ Inefficiency penalty of λ
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according to constraints (22). It can be matched to any num-
ber and any combination of passive and latent skills though.
Having constructed the set F in advance, edges in F are for-
bidden by constraints (23).
In the FMM, a team has an active skill σ ∈ T and la-
tent skills T (σ ) in the left partition and has a load λ ∈ W
in the right partition. According to constraints (24), a team
can contribute to extending the day schedule in one of the
following ways: either its active skill is matched to a load
or its active load is matched to skills. In the former case,
the matched load is added to team’s workload and techni-
cians of the team stay together. Some additional technicians
may join to team as well, if some other latent or passive
skills are also assigned to matched load. In the latter case, a
skill combination is assigned to active load (constraints (26))
and latent skills of the team may be used in other match-
ings (constraints (25)). Inefficiency variables zλ try to avoid
the assignments that have an unnecessarily high number of
technicians (constraints (27)). Here mtλ = MTj for a pas-
sive load λ with candidate task j and mtλ = |T (σ )| for an
active load λ currently assigned to σ . For instance, if a load
of a candidate task with MT = 2 is assigned to a team skill
of 5 technicians, then this assignment is penalized by con-
straints (27) on the value of zλ. Note that inefficiency is not
forbidden in the FMM, but discouraged by penalizing.
The objective function is the sum of the weights of se-
lected loads and the inefficiency drop. The candidate tasks
contribute the objective by their weights and influence the
allocation of skills among teams. Note that a task with suffi-
ciently high weight can even cause some inefficiency to get
scheduled.
5.4.4 Strategies applied in constructing alternative
schedules
In this section we explain the strategies applied to find al-
ternative schedules. We have observed in experiments that
each of those strategies may lead to a best solution.
Efficiency in initial matching: When the formulation of
the FMM is carefully examined, it is not difficult to see that
if T = ∅, the FMM boils down to the IMM plus efficiency
constraints. So one of our strategies is adding efficiency con-
straints to the Initial Matching. This strategy is especially
beneficial in instances where the average duration of tasks is
close to workday length.
Fully loaded teams: While extending the partial day
schedule some teams may reach a workload with total du-
ration of a workday. As a strategy, we include a few of
those fully loaded teams in the FMM in the hope to lower
their skills excess by making some of their technicians con-
ditionally available for candidate tasks. Fully loaded teams
can contribute to extending partial schedule by recombining
their technicians.
Number of teams in the FMM: In order to obtain the opti-
mal solution of the FMM in a reasonably short time, a fixed
number of teams are included. So we have |T| = |W| ∈
{3,4,5,6,7,8}. As long as the time limit allows, we con-
struct schedules for each fixed number. In large instances
usually a few of them can be used.
Selection of candidate tasks: Candidate tasks are in-
cluded in the FMM in sequential order according to their
priority classes. As a strategy we allow some of the special
tasks in succeeding priority classes to be in the FMM. This
way we aim to avoid the delays of the priority makespan due
to rare expertise.
6 Computational results
6.1 On the rare expertise in problem instances
Three sets of problem instances were provided by France
Telecom in the 2007 ROADEF Challenge. The descriptive
statistics of the instances can be seen in Table 4. In the in-
stance sets, the number of skill domains (levels) varies from
3 to 40 (2 to 7). Data set A was released in the first stage
of the challenge for participants to start implementing their
solution approaches. Data set B was released for fine tuning
and the data set X was used for final evaluation. Instances in
the set A are smaller than the instances of set B and set X.
There is no significant difference between data set B and
X in terms of number of technicians and number of tasks.
However the number of special tasks is the point where they
differ. (See Sect. 5.2.2 for a definition of special task.)
The costs of schedules constructed by the FMM and
other heuristics are given in Table 5. We used the time limit
20 minutes, as specified in the 2007 ROADEF Challenge
and all results are obtained on a laptop with Intel Core 2
Duo 1.6 GHz Processor, 4 GB RAM. The MIP models, the
IMM and the FMM, are solved using the solver CPLEX
12.1.0. Table 6 shows the number of schedules constructed
for each problem instance and the time needed to construct
these schedules. The first column in Table 5 shows the prob-
lem instances and the next four columns report the results
found by the FMM, Hurkens (2009), Cordeau et al. (2010)
and Estellon et al. (2009). In each of these columns, the first
entries are schedule costs and the second entries are the rela-
tive difference in percentage that is defined as the difference
of a schedule cost to the best schedule cost ever found (best
schedule costs are listed in the column with title “BEST”).
In the column “BEST,” we report the lowest schedule costs
by considering the results of the 2007 ROADEF Challenge
as well. The last column, labeled “LB,” lists lower bound
values of instances.
It is seen in the last column of Table 4 that data set X in-
cludes instances with a higher number of special tasks. The
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Table 4 Problem instances A, B and X
Instance Data set A Data set B Data set X
|T | |J | |S| |L| |SP| |T | |J | |S| |L| |SP| |T | |J | |S| |L| |SP|
1 5 5 3 2 0 20 200 4 4 0 60 600 15 4 27
2 5 5 3 2 0 30 300 5 3 0 100 800 6 6 0
3 7 20 3 2 1 40 400 4 4 0 50 300 20 3 0
4 7 20 4 3 0 30 400 40 3 15 70 800 15 7 0
5 10 50 3 2 1 50 500 7 4 9 60 600 15 4 13
6 10 50 5 4 5 30 500 8 3 0 20 200 6 6 3
7 20 100 5 4 1 100 500 10 5 0 50 300 20 3 0
8 20 100 5 4 0 150 800 10 4 0 30 100 15 7 5
9 20 100 5 4 3 60 120 5 5 0 50 500 15 4 10
10 15 100 5 4 2 40 120 5 5 0 40 500 15 4 14
SP: Special Tasks, SP ⊆ J
average number of special tasks of the instance groups A,
B and X are 1.3, 2.4 and 7.2, respectively. This hints that
data set X instances have a heterogeneous skill distribution
among technicians and therefore rare expertise is observed.
The challenge in the instances of rare expertise can be real-
ized by checking the gap between the best found schedules
and lower bounds. In Table 5 we see that the gap between
best schedules and lower bounds is smaller in data sets A
and B compared to data set X. This may show either the
weakness of lower bounds or the case that the approaches
are not successful in handling rare expertise or both.
In the final evaluation of 2007 ROADEF Challenge,
seven best schedule costs (out of 10 instances in set X) were
due to Hurkens (2009). This shows that the solution ap-
proach of Hurkens (2009) was promising for cases of rare
expertise. If the column BEST is examined in Table 5, it
is seen that the FMM found eight best schedules in data
set X. In our opinion, this is the result of the flexibility of
our matching model. The flexibility leads to more efficient
packing of special tasks and higher utilization of the rare ex-
pertise. In the instances X9 and X10, the gap between best
schedule and lower bound has been decreased remarkably.
As an improved version, the FMM found better schedules in
all X instances compared to Hurkens’ results.
If all data sets are considered, it seems reasonable to con-
clude that data sets B and X are better representatives of
the real case instances due to the high number of techni-
cians, tasks and skill domains. Moreover rare expertise is
also a situation companies encounter in their operations. In
instances with a small number of technicians, tasks and skill
domains, schedule costs are sensitive to individual assign-
ments, whereas in large instances the number of feasible
schedules are high and the schedules are not sensitive to
individual assignments. Therefore in our opinion, large in-
stances are better to test the reliability of the algorithms.
6.2 On the performances of heuristics
It is remarkable that the FMM has an average difference with
the best available solution of 0.9% in data set X, whereas it
is 7.1%, 13.7% and 15.8% for Hurkens (2009), Cordeau et
al. (2010) and Estellon et al. (2009), respectively. The re-
sults of Cordeau et al. (2010) are the best ones in data set A,
however their average distance increases from A to B and
from B to X. Hurkens (2009) has an increase from A to B
and stays almost at the same level from B to X. The FMM
starts with a high average distance in data set A and draws
a slight increase from A to B. In sets B and X, it performs
remarkably well. The superior performance in set X shows
that in case of rare expertise, the FMM can find compact
schedules and experiences less skill excess in assignments.
Particularly, the instances X1, X5, X9 and X10 are sensi-
tive to expert availabilities due to the high number of special
tasks. Estellon et al. (2009) also underline these instances
and emphasize the gap between the combinatorial approach
by Hurkens (2009) and the other solution approaches.
7 Conclusions and future research
In this paper, we proposed a solution methodology that
uses a flexible matching model as a core engine for a spe-
cial multi-skill workforce scheduling problem. The schedul-
ing problem was defined by France Telecom in the 2007
ROADEF Challenge. The opportunity of outsourcing some
tasks is one aspect of our problem that distinguishes it from
the similar ones defined in the literature. Technicians must
work in teams for a workday and it is assumed that they can
simultaneously use their skills in all domains while perform-
ing tasks.
The main contribution of this study is introducing flex-
ibility in the matching model that was firstly proposed by
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Table 5 Results of problem instances A, B and X
Instance FMM (%) Hurkens (%) Cordeau (%) EsGaNo (%) BEST∗ LB
A1 2340 0.0 2340 0.0 2340 0.0 2340 0.0 2340 2310
A2 4755 0.0 4755 0.0 4755 0.0 4755 0.0 4755 2100
A3 11880 0.0 11880 0.0 11880 0.0 11880 0.0 11880 11340
A4 13452 0.0 13620 1.2 13452 0.0 14040 4.4 13452 10680
A5 29355 1.8 29355 1.8 29355 1.8 29400 1.9 28845 26940
A6 20055 6.7 20280 7.9 18795 0.0 18795 0.0 18795 17640
A7 30960 1.4 32520 6.5 30540 0.0 30540 0.0 30540 28672
A8 17355 2.6 18960 12.1 17700 4.6 20100 18.8 16920 16216
A9 28280 3.4 28320 3.6 27692 1.3 27440 0.3 27348 25558
A10 39300 2.6 40650 6.1 38636 0.9 38460 0.4 38296 36992
Average 1.8 3.9 0.9 2.6
B1 34575 2.0 35460 4.6 37200 9.7 33900 0.0 33900 31875
B2 16755 5.6 18300 15.3 17070 7.6 16260 2.5 15870 14280
B3 16275 1.7 16965 6.0 18015 12.6 16005 0.0 16005 13965
B4 23925 0.6 27015 13.6 23775 0.0 24330 2.3 23775 16800
B5 88920 0.3 94200 6.2 117540 32.5 88680 0.0 88680 79530
B6 28785 5.1 30510 11.4 27390 0.0 27675 1.0 26955 24180
B7 31620 0.0 33060 4.6 33900 7.2 36900 16.7 31620 25290
B8 35520 10.4 32160 0.0 33240 3.4 36840 14.6 32160 31890
B9 28080 0.0 28080 0.0 29760 6.0 32700 16.5 28080 25680
B10 35040 1.0 35040 1.0 35640 1.7 41280 19.0 34680 32370
Average 2.7 6.2 8.1 7.3
X1 146220 0.0 151980 3.9 159300 8.9 180240 23.3 146220 136680
X2 7740 6.6 9090 25.2 8280 14.0 8370 15.3 7260 5700
X3 48720 0.0 50400 3.4 50400 3.4 50760 4.2 48720 36060
X4 64600 0.0 65640 1.6 66780 3.4 68960 6.7 64600 58230
X5 144750 0.0 147000 1.6 157800 9.0 178560 23.4 144750 130995
X6 9690 2.2 10440 10.1 9900 4.4 10440 10.1 9480 6150
X7 32040 0.0 33120 3.4 47760 49.1 38400 19.9 32040 25410
X8 23220 0.0 23580 1.6 24060 3.6 23800 2.5 23220 17600
X9 122700 0.0 136020 10.9 152400 24.2 154920 26.3 122700 98805
X10 120300 0.0 131700 9.5 140520 16.8 152280 26.6 120300 87210
Average 0.9 7.1 13.7 15.8
Overall 1.8 5.8 7.6 8.6
∗ Results of the 2007 ROADEF Challenge are also considered
Hurkens (2009). Moreover, we propose several key mea-
surements for tasks. The flexibility of our matching model
resulted in better packing of the expert-requiring tasks es-
pecially in instances where skill distribution among techni-
cians is heterogenous. Besides the rare-expertise instances,
our results are also remarkably superior in large instances.
The flexibility in the proposed matching model allows to
construct a high number of schedules. As can be seen in
its mathematical formulation, weights of tasks are impor-
tant parameters to obtain good quality solutions. There is no
unique measurement for the weight of a task, but we pro-
posed a measurement to include rare expertise concerns. We
believe that our matching models are proper tools to test
the success of these measurements. As a topic of further
research, it will be useful to adapt our matching model to
other multi-skill workforce scheduling problems with nec-
essary modifications. We are recently working on adapting
our approach to the multi-skill workforce scheduling prob-
lem studied by Bellenguez and Neron (2004). We aim to get
good quality solutions for this problem in short times.
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Table 6 Running times and
number of constructed
schedules
Instance Data set A Data set B Data set X
Time (sec.) #Schedules Time (sec.) #Schedules Time (sec.) #Schedule
1 9 745 1086 125 1110 9
2 10 830 1090 105 1084 168
3 1085 9108 1087 28 1091 136
4 1079 7563 1106 35 1096 9
5 1081 2209 1089 130 1173 8
6 1081 2617 1086 54 1081 560
7 1082 838 1109 45 1086 164
8 1085 693 1142 3 1087 157
9 1083 793 1090 328 1173 14
10 1085 910 1081 325 1110 14
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